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Synopsis

Quantitative MRI can provide maps of biophysically meaningful features (BMFs) that can be exploited using machine learning

techniques to better correlate MR alterations with multiple sclerosis (MS) severity, and improve our understanding of the disease. In

this study, a random forest classifier was trained over a rich multi-modal quantitative MRI dataset of healthy controls and MS patients

with different phenotypes, to find the BMFs that best characterise disease course. Inflammation and atrophy were the most significant

BMFs in distinguishing between controls and patients, with microstructural alterations arising particularly when comparing subjects

who only experienced a clinically isolated syndrome with patients and controls.

Introduction

Conventional MRI readouts, such as T2-weighted hyperintense lesion count/volume, are routinely used for multiple sclerosis (MS) diagnosis.

However, these are only sensitive to macroscopic alterations, and do not detect early microscopic damage . On the other hand, biophysically

meaningful features (BMFs) from quantitative MRI (qMRI) can be exploited by machine learning techniques to detect early microstructural

abnormalities and better correlate MRI changes to disease severity, potentially leading to more accurate prognosis and treatment monitoring . In

this study, we analysed with machine learning a unique set of qMRI multi-modal features extracted from a cohort of healthy controls (HC) and

patients with relapse-onset MS followed up after 15 years from the time of clinically isolated syndrome (CIS). The analysis, which uses a random

forest classifier, aimed to find the features that best distinguish among MS phenotypes.

Methods

Cohort: The cohort consisted of a total of 123 subjects: 29 HC, 18 CIS, 63 relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) and 13 secondary progressive MS

(SPMS) patients with same disease duration, who were scanned on a 3T Philips Achieva MR system(Fig.1).

BMFs extraction: The extracted MRI BMFs were: relaxometry measurements, specifically quantitative proton density (qPD), T2 (qT2) and T1

(qT1); diffusion-derived measurements, namely intra-neurite volume fraction (intra), intrinsic diffusivity (diff) and neurite orientation dispersion

entropy from the Spherical Mean Technique ; cortical thickness (CT), region-of-interest (ROI) volume (vol) and quantitative total sodium

concentration (TSC) (Fig.1). Relaxometry maps were extracted from clinical PD/T2 and T1 weighted turbo spin-echo images . ROIs were

generated using GIF parcellation  after lesion filling . The mean value of each metric over each ROI was computed and averaged between left

and right regions. The weighted mean of relaxometry, diffusion and sodium features over a probabilistic lesion map and normal appearing white

matter were also added, for a total of 693 features. The probabilistic lesion map was computed by averaging patients’ lesion maps on a halfway

space, and then transforming it back onto each subject’s native space. The weighted mean of each BMF over the probabilistic lesion map was

then calculated.

Machine learning analysis: Classification using random forest was carried over multiple tasks: HC vs MS patients, HC vs CIS, CIS vs MS

patients, and RRMS vs SPMS. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) area under the curve (AUC) and Matthew’s correlation coefficient

(MCC)  were calculated to assess classification performances. Finally, variable importance was evaluated to quantify the contribution of each

feature to the classification tasks.

Results

AUC and MCC scores are reported in Fig.2. Distinct features appeared to be relevant for each classification task. Within the top 15th percentile

of variable importance, widespread qT2, volume and orientation dispersion entropy were the most relevant features for the classification of HC vs

MS patients(Fig.3). Diffusion-derived microstructural BMFs acquired more importance when CIS was introduced in the classification. Together

with qT1, qT2 and volume, intra appeared to be important for CIS vs MS, while diff and TSC emerged when distinguishing HC vs CIS(Fig.4). A

combination of features, including qT2, intra, volume and TSC characterised the RRMS vs SPMS classification(Fig.5).
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Discussion

This study assessed the potential of multi-modal qMRI and machine learning for accurate MS subtype characterisation, using a unique data-set

of HC and MS patients. Compared to HC, MS patients presented a significantly higher degree of tissue derangement, inflammation and atrophy,

highlighted by qT2 and volume alterations, for example in thalamus, which agrees with known disease course , together with a reduction of

axon orientation coherence, given by the lower orientation dispersion entropy. In addition to inflammation and atrophy, neuronal disruption in

white matter, indicated by lower intra, was observed in patients with MS at 15 years compared to patients who remained CIS. Changes in

microstructural diffusion-based BMFs could therefore represent an important factor in the development of MS in CIS patients. CIS patients

showed a reduction of tissue microstructure integrity compared to HC, as suggested by the increase of neurite orientation entropy and reduction

of diff, together with an increase in TSC. These alterations might be a long term consequence of the first clinical episode, which cannot be

detected with gross macroscopic MRI measurements. Finally, the low performance and mixed top-rank feature pattern characterising the RRMS

vs SPMS classification task suggest that the two groups are more similar from a BMF point of view than expected, therefore such phenotype

categorisation might need the support of clinical assessment.

Conclusion

We conclude that multi-modal qMRI provides unique microstructural features that are highly informative for distinguishing among MS subtypes.

They convey complementary information to conventional macroscopic readouts, characterising disease heterogeneity at a level that may more

closely reflect MS histopathology.
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Figure 1. Cohort, MRI modalities and classification tasks. The cohort is composed of 29 HC (9 men, age: 35士10y), and 18 CIS (6 men, age: 47

士10y), 63 RRMS (15 men, age: 47士8y), 13 SPMS (4 men, age: 48士8y) acquired 15 years after their first CIS episode. MR features were found

not to be significantly correlated with age within the HC group. MRI data were acquired on a 3T Philips Achieva scanner. PD/T2: TSE,

scan-time=4’02”, TE=19/85ms, TR=3.5s, 1x1x3mm; T1: IR-TSE, scan-time=5’43”, TE=10ms, TR=625ms, 1x1x3mm; DWI: SE-EPI,

scan-time=16’34”, TE=82ms, TR≈14s, 2.5x2.5x2.5mm, b-values=300,711,2000s/mm^2, #directions=8,15,30, sodium: 3Dcone, scan-time=18’00”,

TE=0.22ms, TR=120ms, 3x3x3mm.

Figure 2. Classification performance summary. Good performances were obtained in the classification of HC vs MS patients, moderate for CIS vs

MS patients and HC vs CIS, poor for RRMS vs SPMS. MCC interpretation: 1 - 0.7 = very strong; 0.4 -0.69 = strong; 0.3 - 0.39 = moderate; 0.2 -

0.29 = weak; 0.19 - 0 = no correlation. The reported alterations for each task refer to the second group compared to the first one.

Figure 3. HC vs patients task. BMFs were sorted according to variable importance (VI, bar chart). The top 15th percentile of VI is highlighted. The

classification is dominated by inflammation (higher qT2 in MS patients), atrophy (reduction of deep grey matter (GM) volume and increase of

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) volume) and microstructural integrity (lower entropy in MS, implying more disordered fibre orientation distributions).

Particularly thalamus showed higher qT2 and decreased entropy, while lower entropy and increased qT1 were observed within the probabilistic

lesion mask.
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Figure 4. Contribution of CIS patients to the classification: CIS vs MS patients, HC vs CIS tasks. Inflammation in the probabilistic lesion map

(higher qT2/qT1 in MS patients) and axonal loss (lower intra) in white matter (WM) were observed, together with atrophy (decreased tissue

volume), in the classification of CIS vs MS patients. CIS showed also reduced microstructural integrity (mainly lower entropy in WM and higher

diff in grey matter (GM) and deep GM) and higher TSC compared to HC.

Figure 5. RRMS vs SPMS task. The overall landscape of variable importance is mixed, with inflammation (higher qT2) and microstructural

integrity loss (lower intra) being predominant in SPMS patients. While this might be due to the complexity of the disease, the low correlation

performance also seems to suggest that the two groups do not reflect significant differences from a BMF point of view.
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